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The film features Mammootty, Tovino Thomas and Rajan P. Dev in the lead roles. The film released on 12 May 2005 to critical and commercial success. The film was declared a super hit by trade analyst. The film was also remade in Tamil as Mayakkam Enna (2006). Plot Vijayakumar (Mammootty) is the father of a group of children, including a daughter (Saina) who loves her dad very much. She
is studying in grade 12 and recently her father is transferred to a new city. Since her father is not around, she feels left alone and is bullied by the other kids in the school. Vijayakumar's wife Thaamarathu (Nedumudi Venu) is a housewife and mother of two. She is extremely busy in doing household chores and does not help her husband in anything. Vijayakumar is a carefree and leisure loving man
who loves to drink, smoke and drink and do unnecessary things, and hates to be a house husband. One day, while going to meet his new boss, Vijayakumar realises that his car has been tampered with. Someone has put a bomb inside the car and has given a fake bomb. He is forced to take a flight out of the city. His wife and daughter are left alone in their house. They are shocked to see Vijayakumar
getting into the car. Vijayakumar drives to the airport and gets on to a plane. Since he did not inform anyone about the bomb, he is held hostage by the terrorists. His family is forced to watch him die and feel guilty. A little while later, Vijayakumar comes back from the dead. It is now the middle of the night and everyone has gone to sleep except the terrorists. Vijayakumar understands that the
terrorists have a high level of knowledge in bomb making. They put a bomb inside his home and make it look as though the bomb blast was a mistake. The family and neighbours look for him everywhere but to no avail. In the meantime, they spot an ambulance and call the police. They call the police to find out where Vijayakumar lives. The police ask them to follow the ambulance, and they go to
their house. The police are shocked to find out that the family is not there. They find out that Vijayakumar is inside and that he is dead. Cast Mammootty as Vijay 82157476af
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